Effect of central scotomata on pattern reversal visual evoked potentials in patients with maculopathy and healthy subjects.
The effect of central scotomata on pattern reversal visual evoked potential (PVEP) was investigated in patients with maculopathy and healthy subjects. PVEP was evoked monocularly by both full-field and half-field stimulations. Since the latency of 'the major positivity at Oz' (P100-Oz) is used as the most reliable parameter in the clinical application of PVEP, special attention was focused on its changes, comparing with 'ipsilateral major positivity of half-field PVEP' (P100-IHF). Although the incidence of modification was lower in the patients, central scotomata modified PVEPs of the healthy subjects and of the affected eye of the patients in a similar manner: full-field PVEP showed prolonged latency and reduced amplitude of P100-Oz. Half-field PVEP disclosed prolonged P100-Oz latency with intact P100-IHF latency. Only difference was that amplitude reduction of both P100-Oz and P100-IHF of half-field PVEP was observed only in the healthy subjects. The prolonged P100-Oz latency of half-field PVEP was accompanied, both in the healthy subjects and in the patients, by a contralateral negative-positive complex (N105-P135) which was augmented and extended to Oz. The prolonged P100-Oz latency, thus, was due to the pronounced P135. These observations suggested that an attenuation of the afferent impulses from the central retina may cause a prolongation of the P100-Oz latency in both healthy subjects and patients, but this is not a reflection of the truly prolonged P100-IHF latency. It was concluded that, in the clinical application of PVEP, recordings of half-field PVEP from the lateral electrodes seem to be essential to distinguish true prolongation of the P100-Oz latency.